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On the Trail of 
the Nephilim 

with L.A. Marzulli
Author and researcher 

L.A. Marzulli has been 

on a lengthy search for 

physical evidence of the 

Nephilim, the giants of the 

Old Testament. A significant 

cover-up has taken place 

over the years, reducing 

these gigantic hybrid humans 

to the dustbins of history. But 

make no mistake about it — the 

Nephilim were here. Hundreds of 

excavated graves scattered throughout 

the world provide evidence of their genetic 

abomination—the product 

of the breeding of heavenly 

angels with the women of 

earth during the Days of 

Noah. These ancient builders 

left behind evidence of their 

supernatural strength and 

technological know-how. 

Their massive, megalithic 

structures are legendary 

and evidence of Nephilim 

architecture abounds 

worldwide — even in the 

United States!



 

Ancient giants, upwards of 12-feet tall, using Ohio 
and New Hampshire as their construction sites... 

Megalithic structures linked to 
global communication technology... 

Skeletal remains with part-human hybrid bones linking 
the ancient biblical Nephilim to the Americas...

Elongated skulls found in Peru

Stonehenge, 
a huge 
prehistoric 
monument 
in England

Skull found in Peru next to a 
normal human skull

copper ornaments — would lie in the 
need to protect the Darwinian theory of 
evolution. Proof that the Nephilim had 
settled in the United States before the First 
Nation people would deal a serious blow 
to Darwinism. However, it’s one thing to 
get rid of bones, it’s quite another to hide 
large-scale earthworks and megalithic 
structures built with massive stones. This 
just couldn’t be done, and L.A. went to 
work investigating these structures in the 
United States and South America.
 One such structure is the Great 
Circle Mound in Ohio, which is a massive 
earthen circle, over 1,250 feet in diameter. 
This dates back about 3,000 to 3,500 years, 

which pre-dates the First 
Nation people. 
 Another startling and 
largely unknown North 
American structure is in New 
Hampshire, referred to as 
the American Stonehenge. 
This Stonehenge was built 
for the purpose of telling 
astronomical events such 

as the summer and winter solstice. 
Wondering what would happen, a 
member of the family that owns the 
henge decided to draw a line from the 
center out to the standing stone marking 
the summer solstice and extend it to 
see where it would lead. The destination 
ended at the exact center of the standing 
stones in Stonehenge, England. Extending 
the line further we wind up in Beirut, 
Lebanon, the home of the seafaring people 

known as the Phoenicians.  
What is remarkable about 
this is that the Phoenicians 
were the descendants of 
the Canaanites who were 
a Nephilim tribe, listed in the Bible!  But 
what does this mean for North America 
and why would the Smithsonian 
Institution show no interest?  
 In many First Nation tribes there are 
legends of ancient giants who ruled the 
land before the tribes arrived. The Paiute 
tribe tells of a race of cannibalistic giants 
whom they declared war on, eventually 
succeeding in herding them into a cave. 
After lighting the mouth of the cave on 
fire, the tribe was able to kill the giants as 
they attempted to escape the flames. This 
cave still exists today. 
 If these red-headed giants were 
here before First Nation people, their 
existence destroys the Darwinian theory 
of how people migrated to North America. 
However, the skeletal remains and the 
structures do support the history of the 
Bible and the timeline of when Joshua 
and Caleb purged the giants from the land 
of Canaan. L.A. proposes that some of 
these Nephilim tribes could have boarded 
boats and traveled from Egypt to South 
America and crossed over into North 
America placing them on the continent 
approximately 3,500 years ago. This proof 
does not work for an institution 
that builds its foundation on a 
Darwinian platform. 
 There is an alternate “gospel” 
gaining in intensity in the world 
today. L.A. calls it the Alien Gospel. 
Through L.A.’s research he has 
found evidence of an “alien 
conspiracy” dovetailed to the 
philosophy of Darwinism. One 
possible end-time scenario is that 
these “aliens” will return invoking 
the Great Deception, claiming they 
were the ones who seeded life and 
that they are the alien messiah. 

They will 
offer two 
things: 
free energy 
and a DNA 

Cover Story On the Trail of the Nephilim… with L.A. Marzulli

These are just a few of the 
fascinating topics covered in 
Sid Roth’s interview with L.A. 

Marzulli, who was given a mandate 
from the Lord to research and expose 
the truth behind the Nephilim and how 
they relate to the end times. 
 Holding a skull that he and his team 
cast from remains found in Paracas, 
Peru, L.A. Marzulli demonstrates how 
the elongated cranium, with just one 
parietal plate and a bulging ridge at the 
top of the skull bolsters his theory that 
it is a human hybrid. The skulls they 
found were elongated and distorted with 
massive eye sockets, bizarre jaw lines, 
and red hair! Simply put, 
these skulls are not human! 
Other tests, including a 
RAMAN Spectroscopy on a 
hair sample, also confirm 
the hybridity of the remains. 
 The ease of which 
L.A.’s team found evidence 
in Peru however, was not 
found at home in the United 
States. L.A. was able to track many clues 
in old newspapers from the 1800s 
and early 1900s about burial grounds 
in the U.S. with giant skeletons, but 
today the bones are nowhere to be 
found. In many cases the Smithsonian 
Institution would come, crate the 
remains, leave the scene and no one 
would see or hear of the evidence 
again. Why would the Smithsonian 
need to remove such artifacts and 
frustrate this type of research?
 The necessity of disproving an 
ancient race of giants — often the 
remains having six fingers, six toes, a 
double row of teeth, red hair and wearing 



 

Elongated skulls found in Peru

a mark that “upgrades” your DNA will 
secretly change your DNA, through fallen 
angel technology, into that of a modern-
day Nephilim. 
 Through L.A.’s work, we realize how 
much more we need the Great Designer’s 
truth in our lives. Jesus says that at the 
time of His return it will be like the Days 
of Noah and He will come at an hour 
we do not expect. The issue becomes 
whether we are ready for His arrival or 
not. Jesus, our Messiah, is 
the only one we need to 
touch our DNA. He created 
us and He’s waiting for 
our acceptance of His 
invitation. His plan of 
salvation is far greater than 
any plan of deception!

ancient GPS. Just as it was in the Days of 
Noah, so shall it be again when the fallen 
angels return. Could it be that the Mark 
of the Beast referred to in the book of 
Revelation is actually a DNA “upgrade” 
that the fallen angels will offer to a 
deceived humanity?
 Most Christians understand that 
the mark will be taken in the right hand 
or forehead and will give one the ability 
to buy and trade, but what if there is 
more to this picture? What if this mark 
will give one the ability to resist disease 
and lead to an unnatural lifespan of 
500 to 900 years? Men and women will 
seek death, but will be unable to find 
it. Grievous sores will appear on their 
bodies and, in the end, they will end up 
in the lake of fire. Why? Because, taking 

“upgrade.” Many will 
be deceived, but the 
truth behind this lie is 
that there are no aliens. 
L.A. is convinced, as his 

research shows, that these “aliens” are the 
return of the fallen angels that produced 
the Nephilim. The same Nephilim that 
were destroyed during the Days of Noah. 
 In the Days of Noah, fallen angels 
descended and mixed with human 
women producing Nephilim as their 
offspring. These same fallen angels 
shared the technology of heaven with 
primitive man and the Nephilim. This is 
why we have megalithic structures on 
earth that can conduct electricity, tell 
astronomical events, and when viewed 
from the air, link together, in a type of 

L.A. Mazulli’s brand new riveting book, On 
the Trail of the Nephilim and his two powerful 
DVDs, Watchers Six and The Cosmic Chessmatch 
include startling archeological proof that 
Nephilim (the hybrid giants mentioned in the 
Old Testament) and their ancient civilization 
existed not only in the Middle East, but also in 
the Americas.

 L.A. has done extensive research 
revealing a cover-up by U.S. government 
agencies and foreign governments to hide 
archeological evidence of excavated bones 
of the Nephilim and artifacts. He also 
describes unusual structures that argue 
against Darwinian theory and add credence 
to the biblical record!

  Read for yourself how the old news 
clippings of past archeological discoveries 
reveal a race of giant men who once 
populated North America.
 Read the 30 reprints of rediscovered 
news stories from the 1890s to the 1950s that 
tell about these giant skeleton findings that 
pre-date First Nation people.
 Understand why God asked Israel 
in the Old Testament to destroy certain 
people groups who were the offspring of 
fallen angels.
 What you will read and see is not the 
stuff of science fiction. It’s not a fantastic 
fable or the musings of an overzealous 
archaeologist. It’s straight out of the pages 
of the Bible.
 L.A Mazulli says, “My research unpacks 
what Jesus warns about, ‘As it was in the 
Days of Noah so it will be when the Son of 
Man returns!’” 
 This ground-breaking revelation is key to 
understanding the end times!
 L.A.’s book and two amazing DVDs are 
yours for a donation of $50 ($60 Canadian). 
Order now on the enclosed reply card, by 
calling 800-548-1918 or by going online at 
SidRoth.org/9189.

This is not the stuff of science fiction. It is straight out 
of the Bible and key to understanding end times.

L.A. Mazulli



I just finished my Jewish 
outreach in Phoenix, Arizona. We had 
over 800 Jews and Gentiles gathered 

together in the nicest hotel in the city. The 
event was advertised as a “lecture on the 
supernatural” — nothing religious.  
 When I arrived at the hotel, I entered 
through the kitchen to avoid the crowd. I 
saw an ultra-Orthodox man, with beard, 
yarmulke and black outfit in the kitchen. 
When he spotted me he took off running. 
One of our team ran after him, but he 
ran like a track star and disappeared. We 
speculated he was from the traditional 
Jewish community and came to spy and 
see how many Jewish people had come to 
my meeting! 
 I showed up with no Bible, no 
announcements, no offering and no music. 
Just me and a microphone. The minute 
I started, God graced me with words of 
knowledge and many raised their hands 
to say they were instantly healed. Once 
someone witnesses a miracle, he or she 
is receptive to a full presentation of the 
Gospel. And will never forget it!  
 Then for the next hour I shared 
exclusively from the Old Testament about 
fulfilled Bible prophecy that proved 
the Scriptures were from God and that 
Jesus was the Messiah. I believe this was 
how believers in the first church shared 
about Jesus, as the New Testament was 
not written until many years later. I find 
that the signs and wonders remove all 
resistance to hearing the Gospel.  
 I gave a very strong altar call — even 
to the point of commanding all who were 
standing but had previously received the 
Lord to sit down! About 70 people sat 
down. I never saw anyone do this before 
but the words came out of my mouth 

before I realized what I was saying. Over 
50 people remained standing to make a 
first-time profession of faith! 
 But the impact was even more far-
reaching than the 50 who responded. 
For instance, I found out later that an 
unsaved Jewish man instantly had all 
pain removed from his arthritic fingers. 
He did not stand to receive the Lord but 
heard a clear presentation of the Gospel. 
Many Jews in the audience were in that 
catagory. In fact, Christians who attended 
felt like they wanted to get saved all over 
again when they heard and understood 
the Gospel presented from the Old 
Testament Scriptures. It’s so vibrant and 
fresh and persuasive! 
 After the altar call I had people share 
what happened to them in the meeting. 
One woman with cancer said a heat came 
upon her cancer and she was healed! Many 
others testified about feeling this amazing 
healing heat. I am still in awe when, with 
no religious trappings, so many non-
believers were healed, even before I told 
them I believe in Jesus! God is so good!  
 The daughter of a friend had a 
dream about me. In the dream my wife 
and I ran into their house to hide from 
people who wanted to kill us. The 
house was a refuge to protect 
those who were persecuted. Then I said, 
“It’s happening again!” 
 After the dream she called to tell 
me about it. She did not understand it. 
I immediately understood. The house of 
refuge was for Jews escaping persecution. 
My statement referred to the historical and 
biblical pattern of all countries eventually 
turning against the Jew. 
 We must evangelize the Jew quickly. 

There is a short window before the 
persecution comes. This is why I hold 
Jewish outreaches. This is why I equip 
Christians to operate in the supernatural. 
Only signs and wonders will reach large 
numbers of Jews. This is why we have 
distributed millions of evangelistic books 
to Jews throughout the world. This is 
why we have created Jewish evangelistic 
websites in Hebrew, English and Russian. 
The address of the English site is 
TheyThoughtForThemselves.com. We 
spend large sums of money to advertise, 
inviting the unsaved to visit these sites. This 
is why I have partnered with Dr. Michael 
Brown to develop, in the near future, an 
evangelistic website for the Orthodox 
Jews. Historically after the persecution 
begins with the Jew, it quickly leads to 
the persecution of Christians. Those who 
know how to move in the supernatural 
will operate in divine provision, favor and 
protection. 
 I urge you to enroll in our 
Supernatural Mentoring Club at SidRoth.
org/Join. I urge you to pray and financially 
partner with us in Jewish evangelism. The 
ONLY thing you take to heaven are souls. 
Time is running short!

Dear Mishpochah by Sid Roth

Just me, a microphone and over 
800 eager Jews and Gentiles.
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